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Abstract
We perform a study of the fragmentation path of excited nuclear sources, within the
framework of a stochastic mean-field approach. We consider the reaction 129Xe +
119Sn at two beam energies: 32 and 50 MeV/A, for central collisions. It is observed
that, after the compression phase the system expands towards a dilute configuration
from which it may recontract or evolve into a bubble-like structure. Then fragments
are formed through the development of volume and/or surface instabilities. The two
possibilities co-exist at 32 MeV/A, leading to quite different fragment partitions,
while at 50 MeV/A the hollow configuration is observed in all events. Large variances
are recovered in a way fully consistent with the presence of spinodal decomposition
remnants. Kinematical properties of fragments are discussed and suggested as ob-
servables very sensitive to the dominant fragment production mechanism. A larger
radial collective flow is observed at 50 MeV/A, in agreement with experiments.
Key words: Multifragmentation; Low-density instabilities; Stochastic approaches;
Dynamical description of fragmentation path; Central collisions.
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1 Introduction
The observation of several intermediate mass fragments (IMF) in heavy ion
collisions and the possible connection to the occurrence of liquid-gas phase
transitions in nuclear systems are still among the most challenging problems
in heavy ion reaction physics.
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Recently many efforts have been devoted to indentify relevant observables that
may signal the occurrence of phase transitions in finite nuclei [1–5]. These
studies are mostly based on the investigation of thermodynamical properties
of finite systems at equilibrium and on critical behaviour analyses. In such a
context, a description of the dynamics of fragment formation can provide an
important complementary piece of information to learn about the path of the
fragmentation process. Indeed the study of the dynamical evolution of com-
plex excited nuclear systems may shed some light on the relevant fragmenta-
tion mechanisms and on density and temperature conditions where fragments
are formed. This opens the possibility to get insight into the behaviour of the
system in such regions, far from normal values, encountered along the frag-
mentation path, and hence on its equation of state (EOS). Eventually at the
freeze-out configuration one may check how the available phase space has been
filled and compare results obtained for some relevant degrees of freedom and
physical observables to the values expected at thermodynamical equilibrium.
At the same time one may try to identify some specific observables that keep
the memory of the fragmentation mechanism and are sensitive to the EOS.
In this article we present an analysis of the fragmentation dynamics of excited
nuclear sources that are formed in central heavy ion collisions at intermediate
energies. This study is performed within the framework of stochastic mean
field approaches [6–9]. As extensively discussed also in Ref.[10], according to
this theory, the fragmentation process is dominated by the growth of volume
(spinodal) and surface instabilities encountered during the expansion phase of
the considered excited systems. Hence the fragmentation path is driven by the
amplification of the unstable collective modes. The correct description of the
degree of thermal agitation, that determines the amplitude of the stochastic
term incorporated in the treatment, is essential since fluctuations provide the
seeds of fragment formation.
We notice here that this scenario for fragment formation occurs in several
many-body systems. Indeed spinodal instabilities have been shown to drive the
fragmentation path of dilute classical systems of particles interacting through
short-range forces, for which exact dynamical calculations can be performed
[11–13], and are a well known mechanism in the decomposition of binary
alloys [14]. The role of spinodal instabilities in nuclear fragmentation has been
recently investigated also in experimental data [15,5].
Multifragmentation studies have been undertaken also in the framework of
molecular dynamics approaches for fermions [16–18]. It would be interesting
to investigate whether, according to these models, fragments appear already
in the high-density phase, due to the presence of strong N-body correlations,
or a composite almost uniform system may survive until it enters low density
regions, as it happens within our scenario. In the two cases fragment formation
would be sensitive to different regions of the nuclear EOS and one expects to
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see differences expecially in charge and velocity correlations and in the isotopic
content.
In this article, calculations are performed using the stochastic mean-field
method described in Ref.[8]. With respect to previous studies, the method
employed here has a larger domain of applicability. Indeed we implement den-
sity fluctuations locally in coordinate space to mimic the effect of the local
thermal equilibrium fluctuations. This can be done at each time and in each
configuration, the only requirement being the condition of local thermal equi-
librium. On the other hand, in the approaches used in previous works [7], a
stochastic force was introduced, whose strength can be tuned to reproduce the
correct fluctuation amplitude of few fragmentation modes, thus requiring the
knowledge of the most important ones.
Moreover, the method of Ref.[8] can be easily extended to fragmentation stud-
ies of charge asymmetric systems [19], of large interest nowadays. In fact fluc-
tuations can be implemented separately for protons and neutrons, on the basis
of their respective kinetic equilibrium fluctuations.
We perform calculations for systems of experimental interest, showing how
physical observables can be related to the degree and the kind of instability
encountered.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the main features of
the method, describing in more detail the procedure to inject fluctuations; In
Section 3 results on the fragmentation dynamics of excited nuclear sources are
presented. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2 Description of the method
Theoretically the evolution of complex systems under the influence of fluctu-
ations can be described by a transport equation with a stochastic fluctuating
term, the so-called Boltzmann-Langevin equation (BLE):
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ {f,H} = Icoll[f ] + δI[f ], (1)
where f(r,p, t) is the one-body distribution function, H(r,p, t) is the one-
body Halmitonian and δI[f ] represents the stochastic part of the two-body
collision integral [20,21]. Exact numerical solutions of the BLE are very diffi-
cult to be obtained and they have only been calculated for schematic models
in two dimensions [22]. Therefore various approximate treatments of the BLE
have been introduced [23,7,8]. In the Brownian One Body (BOB) dynam-
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ics, developed in Ref.[7], the fluctuating part of the collision integral δI is
replaced by a stochastic force added to the standard Botzmann-Nordheim-
Vlasov (BNV) equation (i.e. Eq.(1) without stochastic term), the strength of
which can be tuned to correctly describe the growth of the most important
unstable modes.
Here we will follow the method introduced in Ref.[8].
Within the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, the stochastic term of
Eq.(1) essentially builds the kinetic equilibrium fluctuations typical of a Fermi
gas: σ2f = f(1 − f), where f(r,p, t) can be approximated by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution, f(r,p, t) = 1/(1 + e(ǫ−µ)/T ) with local chemical potential and
temperature, µ(r, t), T (r, t). We project on density fluctuations obtaining:
σ2ρ,eq(r, t) =
1
V
∫ dp
h3/4
σ2f(r,p, t) =
T
V
3ρ
2ǫF
(1−
π2
12
(
T
ǫF
)2 + ...), (2)
where we have used the Sommerfeld expansion around ǫ = µ for small T/ǫF
(ǫF denotes the Fermi energy).
Actually this kinetic equilibrium value is reached asymptotically for an ideal
gas of fermions. After a small time step ∆t, the value reached for the density
fluctuations can be approximated by:
σ2ρ(r, t,∆t) = σ
2
ρ,eq(r, t)
2∆t
τcoll(r, t)
, (3)
where τcoll is the damping time associated with the two-body collision process.
At temperatures around 4 MeV, that are typically reached in fragmentation
processes, τcoll is of the order of 50 fm/c [24]. In our calculations fluctuations
are injected each ∆t = 5 fm/c and their amplitude is scaled accordingly (see
Eq.(3)). In the cell of r space being considered, the density fluctuation δρ is
selected randomly according to the gaussian distribution exp(−δρ2/2σ2ρ). This
determines the variation of the number of particles contained in the cell. A few
left-over particles are randomly distributed again to ensure the conservation of
mass. Momenta of all particles are finally slightly shifted to ensure momentum
and energy conservation.
The fluctuations introduced are then amplified by the unstable mean-field.
It is important to notice that the characteristic growth time for the unstable
modes is smaller (τ ≈ 30 fm/c) [10] than the collisional damping time, so two-
body collisions act just as a seed to perturbe the density profile of the system,
but the dynamics is essentialy driven by the propagation of the mean-field
instabilities.
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Fig. 1. Primary charge distribution obtained for the nuclear source: A = 247, Z =
103, T = 8.3 MeV, R = 6.6 fm, β = 0.09 r/R, with (long-dashed histogram) and
without (short-dashed histogram) including fluctuations. The full histogram repre-
sents the final charge distributions obtained in the case including fluctuations.
Fig. 2. Fragment multiplicity distribution obtained for the same case as in Fig.1.
Symbols are as in Fig.1.
3 Presentation of the results and discussion
In order to investigate the fragmentation path followed by excited dilute
sources, we start considering a spherical system of radius R = 6.6 fm con-
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taining A = 247 nucleons and Z = 103 protons. T = 8.3 MeV is the initial
temperature and the system undergoes a self-similar expansion with veloc-
ity β(r) = v(r)/c = 0.09 r/R. These properties correspond to the composite
source formed in the reaction 129Xe + 119Sn at 32 MeV/A, at zero impact
parameter, just after the maximum compression has been reached, according
to deterministic BNV calculations (no fluctuations included). For the same
system calculations have been performed also using the BOB treatment [7].
We use the test particle method, with 200 test particles per nucleon. This
ensures a quite good mapping of the phase space, since each test particle is
associated with a triangular function of width ≈ 1 fm [6]. We adopt a Skyrme-
like parameterization of the mean-field potential, corresponding to a soft EOS
(compressibility modulus K = 200 MeV).
The dynamical evolution of the system is followed until 240 fm/c. Fluctuations
are introduced since the beginning, then they are already present when the
system encounters instabilities.
To underline the important role of fluctuations in the dynamical evolution of
the system, we also perform simulations turning off fluctuations, i.e. follow-
ing the standard BNV dynamics. In this case, the initial spherical symmetry
and uniform radial distribution are so well preserved that the system, after
a moderate expansion, eventually recontracts and does not fragment while in
the full treatment (including fluctuations) fragmentation is observed.
In Fig.1 we show the charge distribution obtained at the end of the dynami-
cal simulations, with (long-dashed histogram) and without (short-dashed his-
togram) fluctuations. The final charge distribution, obtained after secondary
de-excitation has been taken into account [25], is shown for the simulations
including fluctuations (full histogram). We remark that the final charge distri-
bution is in good agreement with the results obtained with the BOB method
[7] and with experimental data [26].
It is clear that in the case without fluctuations the system essentially recon-
tracts, as signaled by the peak at very large Z. This is evident also from the
fragment (Z ≥ 3) multiplicity distribution (Fig.2). On the other hand, in the
calculations including fluctuations the system breaks up into 5 fragments, on
average.
In fig.3 we show the average kinetic energy, as a function of the fragment
charge, obtained for primary (dashed histogram) and final (full histogram)
fragments. The fragment velocities are essentially due to the (low) radial col-
lective flow, related to the expansion of the system, and to the Coulomb repul-
sion. The latter is responsible of the large difference observed between primary
and final kinetic energies. Indeed at the freeze-out configuration the Coulomb
repulsion is still important.
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Fig. 3. Average kinetic energies for primary (dashed histogram) and final (full his-
togram) fragments obtained in the same case as in Fig.s 1,2. In the inset we show
the fragment charge density as a function of the radial distance r (full line). The
results obtained considering only multiplicities M=3,4 (full circles) and M=5,6,7
(squares) are also displayed.
The structure of the freeze-out configuration is illustrated in the inset, where
we plot the charge density as a function of the distance from the center of
mass of the system, r (full line). It is possible to observe that, on average,
the charge of the fragmenting system is located close to the center of mass
and at a distance r ≈ 7 fm, where a second bump is observed. This inter-
esting behaviour is due to the fact that, when fluctuations are introduced,
the system may recontract in some cases, leading to the formation of frag-
ments close to the center of mass, or develop into a bubble-like structure. Of
course, events where some fragments form close to the center, accompanied
by lighter fragments located at larger distance are also observed. From a more
detailed analysis, it is possible to see that in events with low IMF multiplicity,
MIMF = 3, 4, the charge is mostly concentrated close to the center of mass (full
circles), indicating that more compact configurations with coupled surface and
volume instabilities [27] are formed, while in events with larger multiplicity,
from 5 to 7, fragments are observed around r ≈ 8 fm, at the boundary of a
hollow configuration (squares). The growth times of instabilities are different
in the two cases, the hollow configuration being more unstable. In fact the
system reaches a higher degree of dilution in this situation. Hence two scenar-
ios of fragment formation seem to co-exist, yielding quite different fragment
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Fig. 4. Charge distribution obtained for the nuclear source: A = 244, Z = 101, T =
10 MeV, R = 7.5 fm, β = 0.13 r/R, for final (solid histogram) and primary (dashed
histogram) fragments.
partitions and a broad charge distribution (see Fig.1). The fact that large
IMF’s are mostly located close to the center is reflected also in the decreasing
behaviour of the average kinetic energy observed at large Z (see Fig.3).
To appreciate how the fragmentation mechanism evolves with the energy
stored in the system, now we turn to consider the dynamical evolution of
an excited spherical source with the following properties: A = 244, Z = 101,
temperature T = 10 MeV, radius R = 7.5 fm, and with a self similar radial
velocity β = 0.13 r/R. This system is obtained in the collision 129Xe + 119Sn
at 50 MeV/A, at the beginning of the expansion towards densities lower than
the normal value.
In this case it is observed that, as a property of the average dynamics, i.e. even
without including fluctuations, the nucleus expands into a hollow, quasi sta-
tionary configuration, that evolves rather slowly, while, as we have seen before,
at lower energies the system essentially recontracts in absence of fluctuations
[28].
Actually the spatial geometry of the fragmenting system has been the object
of several investigations, within BUU-like approaches [29]. In many cases the
formation of a bubble-like structure has been reported. This is due to the
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Fig. 5. Multiplicity distribution for the same case as in Fig.4, obtained for final
(solid histogram) and primary (dashed histogram) fragments.
competition between the radial expansion flow and the velocity field that
develops at the surface. In fact the latter tries to recompact the system.
The hollow configuration is unstable against density fluctuations that break
the spherical symmetry. Hence, including self-consistent fluctuations in the
dynamics, fragment formation is observed. Fig.4 shows the fragment charge
distribution (dashed histogram) obtained at the freeze-out time, t = 140 fm/c.
The final charge distribution is also displayed (full histogram).
The system explodes into lighter IMF’s, as indicated already by the primary
charge distribution. Moreover the number of nucleons and light particles that
are emitted while fragments are formed is larger in this reaction, with respect
to the case at 32 MeV/A. In fact, the total charge of the IMF’s (Z ≥ 3) pro-
duced at the freeze-out changes from 84 (at 32 MeV/A) to 75 (at 50 MeV/A).
The IMF multiplicity distribution is presented in Fig.5. It is interesting to
notice that the average number of primary IMF’s is larger than the final one.
This is due to the fact that very light IMF’s (Z=3 or 4) present at the freeze-
out configuration may decay into free nucleons and light particles.
The spatial distribution of fragments is illustrated in the inset of Fig.6. Now it
is possible to observe that fragments are mostly distributed around r = 12 fm.
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Fig. 6. Fragment average kinetic energy as obtained in our simulations for primary
(dashed histogram) and final (full histogram) fragments. In the inset we show the
fragment charge density as a function of the radial distance r.
So, with respect to the case at lower energy previously discussed, the bulk of
the system appears more concerned by the instabilities and the system breaks
up into a larger number of smaller fragments. The average kinetic energy,
as a function of the fragment charge, is shown in Fig.6, for primary (dashed
histogram) and final fragments (full histogram). Now primary and final kinetic
energies are similar since at the freeze-out configuration fragments are already
quite well separated and the Coulomb repulsion is small. We notice also the
larger radial collective flow obtained in this case.
Finally, in Fig.7 we report the distribution of the largest final fragment, Zmax
observed event by event, for the two reactions considered. A broader distri-
bution is obtained at 32 MeV/A, indicating that configurations where large
fragments are present co-exist with cases where only light IMF’s are formed.
On the other hand, large fragments (Z > 40) are not observed at 50 MeV/A,
fragment partitions are less fluctuating event by event and the Zmax distribu-
tion has a smaller width.
We would like to notice that the results reported here are in qualitative agree-
ment with the trend observed in experimental data [26,30]. For the reaction
at 32 MeV/A, a careful comparison between data and stochastic calculations
performed with BOB can be found in Ref.[26]. For the same reaction the pres-
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the largest fragment obtained in the reaction 129Xe + 119Sn
at 32 MeV/A (full histogram) and 50 MeV/A (dashed histogram).
ence of spinodal decomposition remnants, i.e. the observation of a few events
with nearly equal-sized fragments, has been found in the data, as well as in
the simulations [5].
It would be interesting to try to extract information, from the experimental
point of view, on the shape of fragment configurations, such as, for instance,
the formation of a bubble-like structure that we observe in the simulations at
50 MeV/A. This kind of analysis has been recently undertaken also in light
ion induced fragmentation studies [31,32].
4 Conclusions
In this article we perform a study of the fragmentation path followed by excited
nuclear systems formed in central heavy ion collisions, at two different beam
energies. According to stochastic mean-field theories, fragmentation happens
during the expansion phase and thus it is related to the properties of the
nuclear system at low density and, in particular, to the occurrence of volume
and shape instabilities. This opens the possibility to learn about the behaviour
of the nuclear EOS at low density.
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Mean-field calculations show that, in central heavy ion collisions, the reac-
tion mechanism evolves, with increasing beam energy, from the formation of
a single primary source (i.e. incomplete fusion) to fragmentation. In particu-
lar, in a given energy range, monopole oscillations push the system towards a
metastable configuration, that may recontract, in some cases, or develop into
a hollow configuration that eventually fragments. This is what is observed, for
the reaction 129Xe + 119Sn, at 32 MeV/A. Large fluctuations in the fragment
configurations appear in this case, because of the coexistence of the two mech-
anisms. This is in line with recent experimental observations, that have been
related to the occurrence of negative specific heat [33]. The presence of a few
events with equal-sized fragments, that may signal the occurrence of spinodal
decomposition, has also been reported [5]. At 50 Mev/A the dynamics is dom-
inated by the formation of hollow structures that break up into fragments. A
larger collective flow is observed in this case and a larger number of IMF’s is
formed already at the primary level, together with light particles. In this way
we expect to see the transition from the fragmentation regime to vaporization,
observed at higher energies.
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